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Terahertz radiation from the vacuum-plasma interface driven by ultrashort intense laser pulses
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Coherent terahertz~THz! emission from the vacuum-plasma interface induced through laser wake-field
excitation has been investigated by particle-in-cell simulations. The emission frequency appears aroundtL

21 ,
wheretL is the laser pulse duration, even though the plasma density is distributed inhomogeneously near the
interface. The emission amplitude, which is zero on the propagation axis of the incident pulse, increases
transversely until reaching the maximum amplitude at the beam edge of the incident pulse and then decays
transversely. The emission power scales likeP;1083a0

4 W, wherea0 is the normalized field amplitude of the
laser pulse. For an incident pulse of a few tens of femtoseconds at the forced intensity of 331017 W/cm2, it
can generate THz radiation with a power of a few MW and with an energy of severalmJ/pulse.
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Since terahertz~THz! radiation finds wide applications in
sensing and imaging, etc., the topic of THz radiation gene
tion has been attracting continued interest over the last
cade. Among the various schemes for generating the T
waves, an important and direct way is to make use of fe
tosecond laser pulses interacting with different electro-o
crystals and semiconductors through optical rectificat
@1–3#, since the bandwidth of such laser pulses is just aro
THz. Recently it has been suggested that THz emission
be generated from very short electron bunches bending
magnetic field@4,5#, traversing a medium with a discontinu
ous refractive index@6,7#, or crossing a plasma-vacuum
boundary @8#. On the other hand, plasma can serve a
unique medium for rectifying femtosecond pulses at vario
intensities to generate THz emission. The resulting emiss
can also serve as a useful diagnostic tool of the plasma s
At low light intensities, it is found that THz emission from
laser interactions with plasmas can be produced by
photoionization of electrically biased air with femtoseco
laser pulses@9#. At high light intensities, THz emission from
intense femtosecond laser interaction with plasma was
served even ten years ago@10#. The rapidly established
space-charge fields driven by the ponderomotive force of
laser pulse are responsible for the observed radiation. M
recently, THz radiation emitted from formed filaments a
plasma channels of an intense laser pulse propagating i
has been investigated experimentally@11# and theoretically
@12#. It is suggested that the induced electron plasma os
lation is responsible for the emission. However, the propo
one-dimensional theory model is supposed to be insuffic
to describe the radiation generation@13#. Up to now, a full
understanding about the radiation generation through
plasma wave excitation is still not available.

In this paper, we present a numerical investigation of
generation of low frequency radiation aroundtL

21 , wheretL

is the laser pulse duration. The radiation caused by elec
plasma oscillation is found to be due to the presence o
vacuum-plasma interface as well as a moderate plasma
sity inhomogeneity. When the local electron plasma f
quency vp;2p/tL , significant radiation can emit from
plasma into vacuum.
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A series of numerical simulations have been conduc
using a two-dimensional~2D! particle-in-cell ~PIC! code,
which is developed following a scheme described in R
@14#. A transverse dimension proves to be essential to
serve low-frequency emissions from the vacuum-plas
boundary. In a typical simulation, a plasma slab with eithe
homogeneous or inhomogeneous density profile is locate
the center of the simulation box, which has a dimension
200l3100l, with l the laser wavelength in vacuum. Th
laser pulse has a sine-square longitudinal profilea
5a0 sin2(pt/tL)exp(2y2/2R2) for 0<t<tL , wherea0 is the
normalized peak amplitude,tL the duration normalized by a
laser cyclet0, andR the focused radius normalized byl. It
is incident from the left boundary of the simulation box.
order to distinguish clearly the induced low frequency em
sions from the incident pulse, the incident pulse iss polar-
ized with its electric component along thez direction and its
magnetic component along they direction. In the 2D geom-
etry, the generated low-frequency radiation isp polarized, as
shown below.

Figure 1 illustrates two typical simulations for differen
plasma density profiles at the vacuum-plasma interface
case~I!, the plasma density increases linearly from 0.0025nc
up to 0.01nc in a length of 60l, where nc is the critical
density of the incident pulse. In case~II !, the plasma density
increases exponentially from 0.002nc up to 2nc in a length
of 80l. Columns~I! and~II ! in Fig. 1 represent the obtaine
simulation results for the two cases, respectively. The in
dent pulse is with a peak amplitudea050.5, a durationtL
520t0, and a focused radiusR515l for both cases. Shown
in this figure are snapshots of the electron density profi
and the time-averaged~over a laser cycle of the inciden
pulse! longitudinal and transverse fieldsEx , Ey , andBz . In
contrast to a plasma wave driven in infinite homogene
plasma, the excited wake plasma wave in an inhomogene
plasma evolves more complicatedly with time. This is b
cause both the oscillation frequency and wavelength
space dependent. Note that a longitudinal electric field
found only inside the plasma, while transverse electric a
magnetic fields are found both inside the plasma and out
in vacuum. In particular, the amplitude of the magnetic fie
is larger in vacuum than in the plasma. The fields in t
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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vacuum region are the electromagnetic wave emitted fr
the plasma. In both cases, we observe that the radiation
plitude eBz /mv0c;eEy /mv0c'1023 in vacuum, which
exceeds 33107 V/cm for the electric field. One notes tha
the emission amplitude is peaked at the beam edge of
incident pulse and vanishes along the beam axis. The la
suggests that the induced radiation is proportional to
transverse derivation of laser intensityda0

e /dr, i.e., inversely
proportional to the focused radiusR. Heree.0 is a coeffi-
cient, which is found to be about 2, as shown later. In ad
tion, the induced radiation appears to emit in a narrow co
cal structure from its source at the vacuum-plasma bound
Because of the transverse symmetry of the ponderomo
force in tenuous plasma, the induced electric field sho
point in the radial direction and the magnetic field in t
azimuthal direction in a three-dimensional geometry.

Figure 2~a! shows the time evolution of the induced low
frequency electromagnetic field through the left boundary
the simulation box aty560l ~away from the propagation
axis aty550l) for the two cases. Note that for case~I! the

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Snapshots showing the electron dens
profile ~a!, the excited longitudinal electric fieldEx ~b!, the trans-
verse electric fieldEy ~c!, and the magnetic fieldBz ~d!. These fields
are time averaged over a laser cycle of the incident pulse. Col
~I! is for the case with a linear plasma density profile, obtained
time t5160t0 and column~II ! is for the case with an exponentia
plasma density profile, obtained at timet5120t0. The electric and
magnetic fields are normalized bymv0c/e and multiplied by a
factor of 104 in the scale bar. In both cases, the incident pulse h
duration of 20t0, a focused radiusR515l, and a peak amplitude
a050.5.
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low-frequency radiation lasts for a long time over 200 las
cycles. For case~II !, when the maximum target density
overcritical, the induced radiation can be distinguished o
within the first 100 laser cycles, beyond which it is su
merged in the noise. In both cases, the radiation freque
appears to increase with time. This originates from
plasma inhomogeneity at the boundary, where the elec
plasma frequency increases as away from the vacu
plasma interface. Therefore, the high frequency in the ra
tion appears at later time. Figure 2~b! shows the emission
spectrum distribution in thev-y space. It shows that obvi
ously there is no emission on the propagation axis. Fig
2~c! shows the total emission spectra~by summing over all
the transverse grid points! through the left boundary of the

n
t

a

FIG. 2. ~Color online! ~a! Time dependent field~normalized by
mv0c/e) emitted through the left boundary of the simulation box
y560l obtained for both cases~I! and ~II ! indicated in Fig. 1.~b!
Emission spectrum through the left boundary of the simulation b
obtained for case~I! with a linear density profile, where the sca
bar is in arbitrary units.~c! Total emission spectra by summing ov
the grid points in transverse~y! direction for both cases~I! and~II !.
1-2
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simulation box. For case~I! the spectrum is peaked aroun
0.065v0, while for case~II ! the corresponding spectrum
peaked around 0.05v0. We mention that there is also a fo
ward emission at the right plasma-vacuum boundary indu
when the laser pulse propagates through it. However,
much weaker than the backward emission, as we see a
left vacuum-plasma boundary.

In another simulation, we increase the pulse duration
tL540t0 while fixing the incident pulse intensity and th
plasma density profile as in case~I! in Fig. 1. The emission
frequency is now found to be near 0.035v0, i.e., close to
v0 /tL50.025v0, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. The emission am-
plitude is comparable to that given in last examples, i.e.,
have not seen much decrease in the radiation amplitude
that fortL520t0. In other simulations, we change the pul
amplitudes while keeping the pulse duration attL520t0 and
the plasma density profile. We find that the emission frequ
cies are all nearly at 0.06v0, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. But the
emission intensity depend strongly on the incident laser
tensity. Fora051, for example, the emission amplitude
increased up toeBz /mv0c'431023, which is more than
four times larger than that fora050.5. From these simula
tions, and accounting for the fact that the induced emiss

FIG. 3. ~Color online! ~a! Emission spectra obtained for variou
laser intensities and pulse durations of the incident laser pu
which have been multiplied by different numerical factors for d
ferent laser intensities. The corresponding plasma density profi
the same as the case~I! shown in Fig. 1.~b! The emission spectrum
peaks as a function of the pulse peak amplitudes for a fixed p
duration and plasma density profile.
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amplitude is proportional to 1/R, as mentioned before, w
find that the emission amplitude scales with the amplitu
and the transverse spot size of the laser pulse
eBz /mv0c'0.05a0

2/R, which depends weakly on the puls
durationtL . Based on Fig. 3~a!, the emission power through
the left boundary is found to be approximately proportion
to a0

4, as shown in Fig. 3~b!.
In an inhomogeneous plasma, the central frequency of

induced radiation isv IR;v0 /tL and the corresponding
wavelength isl IR;tLl, wheretL is normalized byt0. Tak-
ing case ~I! in Fig. 1 for the emission frequencyv
50.065v0 and the emission amplitudeeBz /mv0c50.001,
we find the intensity of emitted waveI IRl IR

2 53.2
31014 W/cm2 mm2. The corresponding emission power
9.63106 W if taking a beam diameter of 30mm. The total
emission energy depends upon the emitting pulse durat
The latter depends upon the lifetime of the excited plas
wave, which is related to the electron-ion collision fr
quency. For a lifetime of 1 ps, one finds the emission ene
is about 10mJ/pulse. Currently this is among the most po
erful THz radiation sources. Generally, the radiation intens
and power can be expressed, respectively, as

I IRl IR
2 ;a0

4~tL /R!23~331015 W/cm2 mm2!,

PIR;a0
43108 W. ~1!

Note that the emission power depends only upon the in
dent pulse intensity, and very weakly on the plasma den
and emission frequency. However, a plasma density pro

FIG. 4. ~a! Time dependence of the induced emission when
initial plasma slab has a sharp boundary and a fixed densit
n0 /nc50.0025.~b! Total emission spectrum obtained by summi
over transverse grid points. The incident pulse has a peak ampli
a050.5, a durationtL520t0, and a focused radiusR515l.
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with a different density scale length at the boundary m
modify this scaling by some factors. If substitutinga0

2

523.2(Ejl
2/tLR2), whereEj is the pulse energy in Joule

l, andR in mm, andtL in picoseconds, one finds from Eq
~1! that PIR554(Ejl

2/tLR2)2 GW. This power scaling is
proportional to the square of the incident pulse energy
agreement with that obtained by Hamsteret al. @10#. But the
scaling with pulse durationtL and the focused beam radiusR
is different from theirs. In their simplified calculations, th
low frequency radiation is supposed to result from a linea
driven harmonic oscillator under the push of the laser p
deromotive force.

We also simulate the low frequency emission for the c
when the plasma slab is homogeneous. Figure 4 shows
result for the plasma density atn0 /nc50.0025. It is found
that the induced radiation is found with only a few cycles
oscillation, and then decays very quickly, as shown in F
4~a!. Meanwhile, the spectrum is relatively peaked arou
the plasma oscillation frequencyvp50.05v0 as shown in
Fig. 4~b!. However, the radiation generation with a sha
vacuum-plasma boundary is not as efficient as that from w
a moderate scale length of the plasma density.

At present, there is no theory available dealing with t
plasma wave excitation at the vacuum-plasma boundary
least a two-dimensional geometry. Quasistatic magnetic fi
generation in infinite plasma has been studied recently
several publications@15,16#. According to these theories, th
quasistatic magnetic field in a homogeneous plasma is
portional toda0

4/dr for a0!1 andda0
2/dr for a0@1. Obvi-

ously, this scaling does not apply to the present case
induced radiation. Meanwhile, the predicted magnetic fi
l.
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has two components. One is constant and independen
time. The other is nearly twice the plasma frequency. A
result, these theories cannot explain the induced radia
observed in our simulations. In another related work, el
tromagnetic emissions close to the plasma frequency
multiples of the plasma frequency have been observed b
in simulations and experiments from femtosecond pulse
teraction with solids@17#. Qualitatively, such radiation is
supposed to be generated by a two-step process in which
electron jets excite Langmuir waves in the overdense reg
which then undergo parametric conversion to electrom
netic emission at harmonics of the plasma frequency. Thi
obviously different from our case.

In conclusion, strong low frequency radiations at a fr
quency around the inverse of the driving pulse duration fr
a vacuum-plasma interface have been observed in 2D
simulations. The radiations result from the excited larg
amplitude plasma waves at the plasma boundary. For
incident pulse at 331017 W/cm2, the induced emission ca
as large as MW in the power and a fewmJ in the energy. It is
found that a modest density scale length around the pla
boundary is favorable in producing induced emissions. T
kind of density profile can be produced by launching a la
pulse transversely into a gas jet directly, or by launching
prepulse and a suitable delayed main pulse when a s
target is used.
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